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Judge Heher: Good Morning everybody, its Dr Cosser isn’t? 5 

Dr Cosser: Yes. 

Judge Heher: I see you on the top of this machine and ahm do you have 

any objections to taking the oath? 

Dr Cosser: No I don’t.  

Judge Heher: Do you swear that the evidence that you will give will be 10 

the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth if you do please raise 

your right hand and say so help me God. 

Dr Cosser: So help me God. 

Judge Heher: Thank you, Mrs Pillay?  

Adv. Pillay: Ahm Thank you Chair Mr Zulu will be briefing us. 15 

Judge Heher: Please Mr Zulu? 

Adv. Zulu: Morning Dr Cosser, you are going to present the presentation 

for the Commission is it correct? 

Dr Cosser: Yes.  

Mr Zulu: But before you do so can you just tell us what are you, what is 20 

your background and your qualifications? 

Dr Cosser: Arghmn thank you, my background is that I have a PhD in 

Education from Wits University and I have been at the Human sciences  
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research council for the last 16 years. Most of that time spent in the 5 

education and skills development research program, to research 

particularly on student pathways from school into through higher 

education and into the learning heights. Before that I was a Head of the 

standard setting division at the South African Communication Authority, 

before that I taught at Wits University for 10 years, first in the department 10 

of English and then in the academics stuff medical centre, before that I 

was a teacher for 3 years and before that I was at school.  So, that's more 

or less my background. 

Mr Zulu: Thank you, may you just go ahead and make a presentation. 

Dr Cosser: Thank you very much. Good morning ladies and gentlemen 15 

and thank you for the invitation and the opportunity to make a submission 

to the commission. I'm going to begin by talking about the structure of the 

presentation just to outline what I’m going to say, uh! First I’m going to 

talk a bit about the higher education context; secondly I’ll present my 

reasons for submission to the commission; thirdly I will talk about 20 

premises upon which the submission is based, then I will present the 

student fees model spreadsheet which I had submitted earlier and which 

led to this invitation. 

I then will explain the student fees model, and then I’ll talk about 

university education funding in a context of the education system funds. 25 

I'll be talking both about university education in a context of all the entire  
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education system and by extension the funding of university education 5 

those that funded half of the entire education system. So to begin talking 

about higher education context, I’m sure you are aware that until about 5 

or 6 years ago we had what is called ''the inverted triangle phenomenon''. 

Uh! I've drawn a triangle in which university students constitutes about 

largest prefortune and those even were there called FET colleges then but 10 

those TVET private sector minority. 

Judge Heher: Why do you suggest until 5 or 6 years ago, do you suggest 

that the position seriously changed? 

Dr Cosser: The position hasn't changed, fair enough there's been quite 

an increase in college buildings....the college systems have been 15 

capitalized by the department of higher education and training so a lot of 

money has been pumped into both the infrastructure and more recently 

into student places. The triangle is still inverted but there had been steps 

to address the extreme inversion that we saw earlier. 

The second point is that there is (Inaudible) preponderant focus in the 20 

country and high-skills development at the expense of intermediates and 

low skills development universities have taken on an importance that they 

are deserving their own right but not in relation to skills development in  
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other sectors. Together with that despite the money that’s been put into 5 

the...  (Interruptions) 

Adv. Ally: Sorry. 

Dr Cosser: Yes. 

Adv. Ally: Dr… 

Dr Cosser:  Yes. 10 

Adv. Ally: On the preponderant focus on high skills, now we've been 

interested as a commission on why at least, has there been research done 

on there? Because all that's come up is stigma that is attached to colleges 

as opposed to university and and enhance the inverted triangle. Has there 

been research as to why we have that? 15 

Dr Cosser: Ahm! Not that I can present to you, you know very, very 

simply. The university sector has traditionally been strong in this country 

and I think it has a prime place in our education system as a whole. As a 

result, Ahm Also, of course the university sector provides skills for the 

professionals for engineering, for law, for medicine etc…  And so it has a 20 

profile that I think other sectors don't have. May I continue? 

Adv. Ally:  Yes. 

Dr Cosser: So, despite the recapitalization of the equity sector and the 

money that has been put into the FET sector so that almost all students  
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pay nothing so will effectively have an almost hundred percent fee free 5 

sector.   

You perhaps would have read a couple of weeks ago treasury released 

report on tripod rates in the FET sector and they were vulnerable they 

were ten percent; twelve percent etc… So, notwithstanding the high 

dropout rate in higher education the situation in the FET sector is even 10 

worse and so this is another piece of the puzzle of the higher education 

context of the situation I’m trying to fix. All of this means, because 

students and  parents of course know  that the current  system has largely 

failed  means there is a glamour for access to higher education and I think 

this is due to particularly three things; first of all the opening up of 15 

education  opportunities  post-apartheid  so of course  during the 

apartheid era ahmn! black people could become teachers, nurses  that's 

just about it and when the system opened up of course there were a whole 

lot of opportunities that  opened up so I think that explains in part why  

are there such demands to get into higher education.  20 

Secondly is as I’ve just mentioned TVET college failure so that means, 

there is really not much option for learners per school that could go into 

higher education perhaps just to make a cemented point here, I’ve been 

talking about the higher education context not the higher education and  
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training context on the assumption that higher education really means 5 

university education.  So when I said there's a glamour for access to higher 

education it's really a glamour for access to universities of technology or 

traditional universities. And then the third reason is employability, we 

know that the graduate unemployment rates are extremely low in 

comparison with unemployment rates of students who graduate from 10 

TVET colleges, and given a higher unemployment rate in the country and 

given research and studies I had done. Employability  and finding a job  is 

the single most important reason people want to go to university and so 

that is perhaps the overriding reason for why there's such a high for 

getting into higher education. 15 

Adv. Ally: Dr these thesis studies are they available for the commission? 

Dr Cosser: They are, one of them is actually my PhD thesis and then I’ve 

done a couple of other types of studies I’ve studied publish design graphs 

and they are available from the  HSRC press for free, I’ve done all of them 

for free.  20 

Adv. Ally Yes, the evidence here is on access for the commission and..... 

Dr Cosser: Sure. My reasons for making a submission to the 

commission. Ahm! I think that we have seen some myopia and short-

termism if I may call it, in student demands for no fee increases for 2017  
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and beyond that of course it sets a conversion to the demand for free 5 

education and both of these demands have been made emphatically and 

for now. We can't wait for next year for free education, we want it now.  

 And that of course led to the protests action that we've seen so this is a 

very short-term view and given student ages I guess that is not surprising 

I have children in university myself but it is myopic and unfortunately it 10 

puts a particular sting that you know we need solutions now we are not 

prepared to go to a platform to go for, we are not prepared to go for 

countenance of phased approach to free education or whatever form that 

might take.  

So one of the main premises unpinning my presentation, or my 15 

submission is the sustention between short-termism and building for the 

longer term. We've seen an opportunism of students demands, so it has 

been opportune in a climax of political instability in our country as a whole 

for students to begin to make demands for free education almost 

capitalizing on what they see as a chance I think in the sector armor and 20 

at the same time as these political party capitalization on this, ahm! It’s 

not a coincidence that F.W Mpofu offered to intercede between students 

mismanagement a few months ago or a few weeks back. It's not a 

coincidence that he is the council for Ncebo Dlamini (Inaudible) and I  
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think that the students protests can be seen as a proxy for regime change 5 

and I’ve seen them targeting vulnerable governance arrangement. 

Mr Zulu: Sorry to interrupt, but can you divorce it from politics the 

demands for free higher education? 

Dr Cosser: Are you asking me to do so…?  

Mr Zulu:  I’m asking whether it’s possible to divorce the demands for free 10 

higher education from politics. 

Dr Cosser:  In theory, yes and in another national context yes but in 

present context I think no, I think it’s very difficult in fact to divorce 

anything from politics and I’m not staging a majority gain. I think it’s 

necessary for us to look at the picture holistically. 15 

Mr Zulu: I’m asking because education becomes one of the major issues 

not only here in South Africa well, these campaign is for politically parties 

to be voted into power, so education the issue of education becomes, Uh! 

is put in the forefront. 

Dr Cosser: Jah, no I agree.   20 

Judge Heher: Your policy is a political question? 

Dr Cosser: Yes. Ahm so targeting, what I mean by targeting vulnerable 

governance arrangement is the governance of our higher education is both  
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the department of higher education and training mandate and then we 5 

have, you know the universities which are set up under or within their own 

acts and I think one of this being a clear message from government on one 

end, and perhaps a clear message from universities South Africa as the 

umbrella body for the universities. 

My reading of the prescript that students have adopted a divide-and- rule 10 

approach so at times protesting before government and at times taking 

that protest to the universities there’s also being luring of the ahm! 

(Inaudible) if you like the universities  in that Wits university became a 

fulcrum for protest  across the country at the same time there had been 

protests on every campus so I think there has been a lot of blurring and 15 

shifting of sands here that has enabled students to take advantage of the 

volatile and this government arrangement which I call vulnerable to such 

targeting. 

The next reason is about higher education and inequality. What fee free 

education will do is to empower a wealthy and predominantly 20 

(inaudible) and we will have situation very like what happens Brazil 

where federal university education stream is also the highest quality 

education there’s a huge private sector high higher education private 

sector and the students who got into universities in the private sector have  
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to pay and there are students from disadvantaged background. It’s a 5 

completely lopsided situation, so wealthy parents in brazil send their 

children to private high schools so they get a foot into public universities 

where it’s free but parents who are not wealthy don’t have that luxury and 

what will happen if fee free education were introduced in this countries 

we will have a similar system, we will actually have an polarising a firm 10 

polarising of the wealthy from the poor. 

Adv. Ally Perhaps Dr you can elaborate on that more. We had a 

discussion 2 days ago where Professor Vally and a few colleagues of his 

were saying, that fee free education 1. Does not lower any standards and 

the fact that there’s the argument that the rich are benefiting from that is 15 

that the argument is flaw for one reason that the rich is a small percentage 

and to use that as an argument not to have a fee free education is 

problematic. What would you say to them? 

Dr Cosser: I think that a point that the wealthy are few in number is a 

good one, Ahm but the message this sent to society I think is that we are 20 

perpetuating inequality and we are seeking to popularize at grown rivet 

between the rich and the poor and if such a system were perpetuated to be 

like compound interest, it’ll just perpetuate more so I do take Professor 

Vally’s point but I don’t think in the longer term this can be good.  
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Particularly for a country that is has the highest skills… you know has the 5 

highest skills set in the world is seeking to reduce inequality, so it will 

perpetuate inequality of outcomes because the wealthy will still be by 

virtue of the better high school education be better prepared for 

universities levels and still go out and get better jobs etc… 

And it will also perpetuate I  think inequality of those coming into the 10 

system because one of the things I’ll talk about later is the question of 

whether most students drop out because of financial impecuniousness or 

because of academic ill-preparedness. So all of this suggests the need to 

consider a longer term sustainable solution equitable outcomes. 

The premises upon which the submission is based. The submission was 15 

really one spreadsheet as you saw. Thank you for the opportunity to try 

and elaborate on it here. So the main premises the ones you pay according 

to one’s means, that could seem to be the most equitable way of preceding, 

it’s morally defensible or let me put it ahmn in in the opposite that would 

be immorally indefensible for the wealthy to not to have to pay for higher 20 

education especially because they are there because of the privilege which 

apartheid stolen for them, and so part of what I’m trying to suggest with 

my submission is that this is a means of redress recognizing those who are 

wealthy need to a certain extent over and above taxes their parent’s pay,  
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to subsidize the education of those who cannot afford. The point has been 5 

made, you know that there’s no such thing as free education because 

someone is going pay so whether it’s the wealthy or students’ parents 

doing that, whether it’s the state, the private sector income streams it’s 

still not free… 

 [INTERRUPTIONS] 10 

Mr Zulu: Your understanding of wealthy students or parents what is 

your understanding if you are saying those who are wealthy should be 

able to pay. 

Dr Cosser: Well I think the answer partly in your question because the 

wealthy can pay it’s those who are able to afford higher education and of 15 

course that  suggests that there are just two categories the wealthy and 

the poor as I’ll go on to show later. 

Mr Zulu: The question to you, straight. Who is wealthy, how did you 

determine that this family or this student is wealthy? 

Dr Cosser: Well I think you need to base it on the official statistics which 20 

is what I’ve done in my model is to show that household income is a key 

determinant of wealth, there are other determinants as well proxies like 

the number of rooms in your house where your house is located etc… but  
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I think the normative socio-economic status divisions are a starting point 5 

in terms of this. 

Adv. Ally: Dr in your submission I just want you to take into 

consideration a submission by Oxfam in terms of inequitable model and 

defensible and honourable that the constitution and there’s international 

convention enjoins government to provide higher education progressively 10 

and to take practical measures to provide it which means, that at some 

stage or the other you must have free fee education according to . So in 

your submission if possible, you can have a response to that kind of 

argument if you have, if you don’t its fine. 

Dr Cosser:  Perhaps one response I can make  now is that it’s easy 15 

enough to talk about free education  in a developed world where in a 

country like one in Scandinavian countries like UK or Germany there’s a 

strong social security platform but there’s also high proportion of the 

population employment and paying taxes, Ahm you will know that in 

Brazil and  South Africa more people receive social grants than paying 20 

taxes and that’s problematic and that’s not to say social grants should be 

refused, it is to say that we need far more people in employment and a 

stronger income stream from taxation. So in a developing country to me 

it’s just crazy to say “let’s have free education tomorrow”. 
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Judge Heher: Well the constitution doesn’t say anything about free 5 

education. 

Dr Cosser: See no it doesn’t. 

Judge Heher: So it suggests you take reasonable measures to make 

education available. 

Dr Cosser: Yes and I think Ahm… 10 

Judge Heher: Which means it may be necessary to provide free 

(Inaudible) and at some stage it may be able to grow and fit in well.  

Dr Cosser:  Yes and I think Dr Nzimande has been quite clear about this 

ahm in a way it is expressed 

Adv. Pillay: I think Dr what null’s the waters a bit that South Africa 15 

historically has been signatory to the international cabinet on social, 

cultural and economic growth and January 2015 gratified in that 

convention in terms of article 13 of that convention promise of that 

convention have to commit to progressively realising the right to fee free 

higher education the sub-point members   take has to vote to have free 20 

higher education, that was the point that was put before us by Oxfam 

yesterday. 
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Dr Cosser: I don’t disagree with that but of  course to offer the word as 5 

progressively and how I’d interpret that word I don’t  think progressively 

is on the next 3 to 5 years I think progressively is another generation.  Until 

we  get to a point where as a, if we get to a point where we are a developed 

country  a first world economy and we have the luxury and I call it luxury 

to provide free higher education you know that’s fine. But you will see 10 

from the rest of my presentation that I have a different view about the case 

of higher education in our education system and in fact our country 

Adv. Pillay: I just wanna put to you a further point which was made by 

Oxfam indicated by bullet point on the screen that the submission by 

Oxfam is that when assessing the means of the student one must take into 15 

account that the student is unemployed and therefore doesn’t earn any 

income and it’s inappropriate to factor in to that instance the means of 

student’s parents because they are not subject to the enquiries the 

enquiries are of the means of the students. 

Dr Cosser:  That is a fine distinction which I have to give some thought 20 

but my instinctive response is that you know I understand that it may not 

be parents in the household might be constituted in various ways but 

where the student comes from I think is a critical factor. 
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The last point I want to make on this same (Inaudible) I think that if we 5 

ask students who are wealthy not to pay for higher education I think there 

are questions we all know in terms of the kind of society we want to build. 

I don’t really have a coach into a way of putting this so maybe I’ll just leave 

it at that you can think further about. 

Judge Heher: You are talking about a certain degree of moral sensibility. 10 

Dr Cosser: Yes, I am. But I’ll try to distinguish it all from moral 

defensible so let’s check the energy of decent work, I’d say it’s the right 

thing to do. 

Adv. Ally I would say it’s the right thing to do? 

Dr Cosser:  It’s the right thing to do. You know, the energy is not perfect 15 

but you know decent work in those sense would be all sorts of things in 

terms of permanent basis; short term contracts etc… but decent in my 

sense of the word is closer to a moral sense. Ahm! And we will be removing 

decency from the equation if we automatically enable wealthy students to 

get away with not paying anything because it’s kind of a double money 20 

reverse they’ve been privileged up to then to get into university and they 

want to continue their privilege to be given free higher education. 
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The next point I call the misuse of Gini coefficient, and really when we say 5 

South Africa is an unequal society in the world. And suppose that we need 

to think of the end the wealthy and the poor there’s nothing in between.  

We ought to have the very wealthy or the very poor so I think about the 

way we talk about the Gini efficiency is misleading and it’s open to misuse 

if not abuse. 10 

And the next point shows us there are gradations of wealth or poverty 

which traditional socio-economic status divisions fail to reflect so if we 

look at high, middle and low socio-economic status that also divides the 

universities into just three categories and it’s much more your answer on 

that and so the model I have submitted is an attempt to accommodate 15 

that. Let’s go on to look at the spreadsheet itself, and please feel free to ask 

questions if anything is unclear here in terms of the logic or the math or 

any aspect on it but I’ll just try and take you through and explain how it 

works so as the first thing to say is there are two assumptions built into 

this model.  First it’s that Ahm it’s an average tuition fee per student of 20 

fifty thousand per year it’s just an average it’s not true. 

Judge Heher: Sorry may I just ask you something for clarities? 

 

Dr Cosser: Yes. 
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Judge Heher: I have a little bit of difficulty in understanding, you have 5 

your decile on the left hand column you have your distribution of income 

per quartile in the middle column but your first quartile as I see it 

represents only two decile where your second quarterly represents four 

decile and your third quartile represents three decile and you lost 

everyone. And I thought a, correct me if I’m wrong I thought a quartile 10 

would be a quarter that represents your population and decile represents 

tenth of your population. And so how to how to explain that? 

Dr Cosser: I see the difficulty there let me try and go through the 

explanation and be able to see if this answers it. 

Judge Heher: Yes. 15 

Dr Cosser: Ahm so first assumption was average student fee of fifty 

thousand number of students in a system are a million it is approaching 

so far for argument’s sake let’s say it’s a million. The (Inaudible) fees 

according to the household income also division into different quarterly 

in the first instance. And that there is means testing applied to determine 20 

household income that’s another whole conversation by itself and 

incidentally I have been engaging with the committee that University of  
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South Africa is working with and it’s best team that is looking at these 5 

things. 

Judge Heher: Would you please tell me what a quartile is? 

Dr Cosser: No, a quartile is you are correct. A quarter Ahm so… 

Judge Heher:  Please clarify, a quarter of what? 

Judge Heher: We have a misunderstanding captain.   10 

Dr Cosser:  It’s a division into four and doesn’t necessarily in my 

understanding mean four equal quarters. 

Judge Heher:  I see.  

Dr Cosser: And I’ll try and show how I link it into decile as well. So I 

guess the important first problem to look at is the distribution of 15 

households by annual income per quartile this comes from Statistics 

South Africa, Ahmn who looking at the 2011 census data wrote a report , 

actually a report only appeared out last year as an income and expenditure 

report so they are looking at household income. And as I said in my 

submission that those quarterly household income calculations adjusted 20 

for 6% inflation per annum between 2011-2016 since the census data and 

then converted to decile, and I did say that fees in a spreadsheet will be  
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just as required but perhaps also this could be just is whether is indeed 5 

top two decile  that constitutes the upper income rates the next four 

middle and the next three below and then the bottom one no income so 

one can play around with those it doesn’t substantially,   I think alter the 

logic (Interruptions). 

Judge Heher: I’m not so sure, because your logic depends on what you 10 

regard as a quarterly. So  if it doesn’t suit you that a  quartile represents 

four decile then you just in a different stream and then you run your own 

sequence  I’m not sure I’m quite following. 

Dr Cosser: Yes and I suppose compounding that is that we’ve got, you 

know you can’t equate ten decile to four quarterly you have to have twelve 15 

whatever the word  for twelve and not ten decile 

 Adv. Ally: Or your extended quartile. 

Dr Cosser:  That’s right.  That is another way of doing it. 

Adv. Ally: Yeah. 

Dr Cosser:  Yeah, good idea. Shall I continue? 20 

Judge Heher:  yes. 

Dr Cosser:  Alright. So the income generated where all students to pay 

full fees would obviously will be 50 Billion. The income generated to the  
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implementation of this model would only provide 14.5 billion you’ll see 5 

there’s a full figure at the bottom right end of the table. You can see that 

the first three decile I’ve suggested that there be no fee payable. And 

progressively if you look at the percentage column, the third column the 

percentage of fee payable students pay according to their household 

income.  10 

So those on decile 4 pay 4% and decile 5 -10%, 27%, 55%, 80%, 100% and 

you will see that the top decile actually pays more than the fees so then it 

acts in subsidizing but of course the point made by professor Vally is that 

they constitute a small percent so it’s not as though they massively 

subsidizing the whole system. There are only nationally 73 000 students 15 

in the top 2 categories and you can see between them the income 

generated is about 4 billion (Inaudible).  

So the shortfall in here will be R35, 4 billion and of course that will need 

to come from a combination of the state, the private sector and to 

whatever other service stream sources. Sir sorry, are there any other 20 

questions on…? 

Judge Heher: This one is fairly, fairly counter to the presentation in so 

far as up to clearly up to the 8th decile students pays extra costs for their 

fees so the whole question rises immediately whether (Inaudible) if this  
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will ever be practical not that I’m suggesting that student education is 5 

stupid or what but I’m here to pragmatic consideration, what do you say? 

Dr Cosser:  Absolutely I think it is practical but it has to be advocated 

quite carefully there has to be very broad consultation not just the 

students there has to be an element of level headedness. 

Judge Heher: Excuse me? 10 

Dr Cosser: (Laughs) an aspect of level headedness among students and 

student leaders but I think it is a broader conversation this isn’t just about 

the higher education sector this is about our country and the place of 

higher education and ahm….. 

Judge Heher: Exactly is this higher educational are this figures that you 15 

the 50 million is that TVET college? 

Dr Cosser: No no. 

Judge Heher: Is’ Universities? 

Dr Cosser: Nationally you will say Higher education and training by the 

way let me say perhaps this point that I don’t think TVET colleges are 20 

higher education and training I think they are intermediate in 

intermediate that so I would advocate return to basic intermediate and 

enter university. 
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Judge Heher: So there may be further education… 5 

Dr Cosser: Further education… 

Judge Heher: Under the constitution but not higher education under 

our commission? 

Dr Cosser: Yes, absolutely. 

Judge Heher: Higher education and training under our country? 10 

Dr Cosser: Yes. 

Judge Heher: Thank you. 

Dr Cosser: And I also would like to add while we are on the subject 

saying it was a mistake to separate basic from higher education 

Judge Heher: (Inaudible) 15 

Dr Cosser:  Well indirectly because you are creating a silent mentality 

and you know one of the areas which the state has failed across the board 

is to silent in sailor and not to operate under joint (Inaudible) you know 

that’s a conversation I wouldn’t take further than that. 

Adv. Pillay: Dr Cosser. May I ask a question around the model is that 20 

just specifically focused on the third column is one of the assumptions that  
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ultimately once a model is implemented the university should receive 5 

100% 

Dr Cosser: Ahm they should receive for the students they have 100% of 

the fees. 

Adv. Pillay: Is the question of who make up the difference. 

Dr Cosser: Yes, that’s right. 10 

Adv. Pillay:  It will end up making the difference? 

Dr Cosser: Yes that’s right. 

Adv. Pillay: And in your submission if you look at the percentages 

reflected here that the state will come in and really said it will make it up 

on either third streams or subsidies… 15 

Dr Cosser: Jah. 

Adv. Pillay: But is your submission primarily said come in and pay the 

difference between all of the percentages are not hundred percent. 

Dr Cosser: Yes, I think the state would be the predominant body that 

makes up the difference but I think the third income… is you know so I 20 

don’t think one you” I know I’ve represented it in a version you’ve got as a  
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shortfall you know that the state needs to pay but I think it got broader 5 

conversations needed about ahm (Inaudible) 

Adv. Pillay: I think in the model given that the students in the 10th decile 

will be charged a higher percentage than 100%  how will that access be 

“facted” into the process in other words at what stage do you work out how 

much that access is contributing to the other levels of students? 10 

Dr Cosser: Well the income generated through fees for decile 10 is 2.1 

billion but of cause set at a 119% so the difference between that and if they 

were to pay a 100% is the difference between the 10th and 9th decile so it is 

between 2.1 billion and 1.8 billion so you know that gives you about 3 

billion up and I am thought through how will then that subsidize the other 15 

part of the system but that’s an elaboration in the model. 

Adv. Pillay: And does the state’s obligation to pay or does that depend 

on the recovery, for example if universities are unable to recover amounts 

that are 119% for the students that attends there does that affect the 

residue that states have to take up? 20 

Dr Cosser: Probably I think that is there could be the implication. Also 

reminds me of the bursary versus loan conversation which you will notice  
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it does not feature in this model. I think this you know has been a 5 

spectacular failure in terms of its ability to recover money that is dispersed 

I  don’t think that path one must go down I would rather student’s pay 

outsource they won’t have this debt hanging over them and you know this 

constant worry will I find a job ? Will the job pay enough for them to 

repay? Etc... Yea I just think it’s… 10 

Adv. Pillay: But for students from the 1st to the 8th decile, we do receive 

the state’s assistance. Now is your submission in the form of bursaries 

enhanced? 

Dr Cosser: Yes, no loans at all. Can I continue?   

Ok that is the fee model explained so 2 more slides I have to finish within 15 

the timeframe. 

Judge Heher: No need to worry about that. 

Dr Cosser: Ok.  Alright thanks. So I said I’ll look at university education 

funding more in the context of the entire education system and its value. 

And the first is that at, and forgiving me commission may not see the 20 

relevance of your mandate but I believe it fits into what you are looking at. 

We need to reprioritize the education sectors. 
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Judge Heher:   To a certain extent you are by any no means 5 

(Inaudible) 

Dr Cosser: Thank you. So amongst other things this will ensure a 

sustainable pipeline of qualified higher education entrance and into those 

words saying its critical sustainable pipeline qualified entrance. So this 

means instead of focusing on universities maybe there hasn’t been that 10 

much of a focus on post school college education sector on FET or TVET. 

It means turning this idea, it means that the greatest state priority must 

be on early childhood development; followed by primary schooling; 

followed by secondary schooling; followed by college education; followed 

by university education. Now I know there are strong arguments you know 15 

for little focus… a concrete focus on university education because of the 

returns of the education, because of the impact of the economy etc…  

But remember I’m not looking short-term I’m looking at long term and if 

we don’t begin to shift our focus accordingly in 10- 15 years we are going 

to have a huge problems because there won’t be a sustainable pipeline  or 20 

entries into universities. You will know that countries like South Korea 

and Singapore 40 years ago were in the same place far worse off than we 

were and one of the key interventions in the public sector was to focus on 

early childhood development into primary schooling.  It’s not to say that  
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you neglect the others is not to say that you take away money from certain 5 

sectors and give to others, we’ll argue that maybe in terms of university 

education I’ll get into that shortly. 

So, there’s another inverted triangle not in terms of styles but in terms of 

importance and that’s the importance we tend to record in these sectors. 

I think one does need to channel funding accordingly, but focusing on 10 

teacher development and institutional management. Because I think 

those ahmn, there are many factors that are meant for success but teacher 

development and institutional management I think are two salient points. 

Judge Heher: I’m sorry, teacher development implies below tertiary 

education, now institutional management could include tertiary 15 

education. Can you just… 

Dr Cosser: Yes, in fact I’m just suggesting that teacher development and 

institution management are important in proportion to the importance 

that I’m suggesting according to different sectors so in other words, we 

need to have fantastic ECD teachers,  we need to have fantastic primary 20 

school teachers that’s where the emphasis needs to be placed. Secondary 

schooling in what sense university education takes care of itself because 

you are going to have a quality in pipeline of the students coming into the 

system. 
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Ms Khumalo: Ahm Doc in real prioritizing where would be the colleges 5 

for adults be in this priority? 

Dr Cosser: Ok well, one thing that I will leave with you after this is the 

paper that I wrote in 2011 is called “Pathways through education and 

training system Do we need new model opposed to general education” 

And the gist of the argument is that we need to broader the intermediate 10 

skills level institution wise. So instead of really effectively just having 

TVET colleges in all the provinces they were. We need community colleges 

with adult education, Ahm we need to bring back nursing colleges, we 

need to bring back teacher colleges so the baby was thrown out in bath 

water which it’s prerogative almost any regime that replaces another 15 

especially as in our case the oppressing regime. The temptations wants 

you to want to throw everything out to revolutionize all and fall. And 

there’s been a recognition that’s been made in terms of closing all the 

teacher colleges insisting that ECD primary school teachers have a degree 

etc... So Ahm! Have I answered your question? 20 

Ms Khumalo: Yes. 
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Dr Cosser: So it would come in a broader college sector and it’s 5 

important? Ahm! Jah. 

Adv. Pillay: Dr may I ask you, is there a prioritization between these 5 

level of education, is that inevitable? Specifically from funding perspective 

because we’ve had evidence specifically from the department of higher 

education that in fact because education as a whole is the biggest priority 10 

on on the government there should be more funding directed to all the 

different levels of education and then therefore should be no competition 

between the ministering of the funding. 

Dr Cosser: Again in a, perhaps developed world context I  will agree but 

our context where  there are other competing sectorial priorities  health 15 

care, energy, housing I don’t think that is a sustainable argument and I 

don’t think it’s inevitable in perpetuity. I think there needs to be an 

immediate reprioritization and reallocation of resources and this needs to 

be done in a consultative way you know, not people in DHET having a 

statement not people in basic education having a statement it has to be 20 

done in an intensive collaborative way. 
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Adv. Ally:  That brings into, Dr the whole debate about curriculum that’s 5 

where it really lacks. You and I probably brought out in state primary 

schools and secondary schools and tertiary education and we didn’t see 

anything wrong in that system  but behavioural Psychologists will tell you 

that, the more you instil certain things at the earliest age the better the 

outcome at the end of the day. And so we’ve evolved to a situation where 10 

ECD education has become the most important according to a certain 

proponent, and this curriculum debate has that taken place and what   

other problems worth a suggestion   by people like yourself as well as 

professor Scott he was here yesterday about the support that this should 

be given because of the diversity of the students that come into the system 15 

which relate to what you were saying earlier on. 

Dr Cosser: That is quite true. When I see your ECD I’m not thinking 

Grade R, I’m thinking of birth to 9 years old. The first hundred days, 

toddlers in kinder garden you may be aware of a really influential book I  

forgot the author but the title is “everything I know I learned in kinder 20 

garden” what I learned in submit has shaped me in particular ways what 

I learned from my nursery school teachers. Now, this is a massively 

important and enormously challenging area in this country because we 

clearly don’t have the kind of early childhood development in many, many  
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homes that we would like. So those “PR Jetting” movements from the 5 

concrete we have abstracted, just don’t have… 

And the challenges to find ways to make that happen, you can try and 

formalize early childhood development. Government have behave correct 

and successful in targeting grade R what happens below grade R it is more 

important and that remains for me the single biggest challenge in the 10 

system. Because it means targeting households and how to do that. Shall 

I continue? 

Adv. Ally: Ok. 

Dr Cosser: So this is my last slide and I will be talking about right-size 

in university sector and I briefed this earlier. We know there’s very high 15 

drop-out rate in higher education, anything between 40%, 50% of 

students drop out in between the first year or during the first year but what 

we haven’t done in terms of research on this to ascertain on the 

proportions of the students who drop out because of the impecuniousness 

and because of academic ill-preparedness and we need to know this 20 

difference in some instances that will be the same people they are poor 

and they are academically ill-prepared. But I think it doesn’t affect 

decisions one makes about admission criteria about the extent of  
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academic support one gives to student’s etc… So we do need to calculate 5 

the funding implications of drop-outs. So one or the other or both reasons. 

Judge Heher: So what do you say about correlations between students 

who receive substantial masses funding and nevertheless drop out. Is 

there a correlation or what is the chance? 

Dr Cosser: I haven’t done those calculations myself but I think is the 10 

other critical aspect to look at is what the extent of wastage of resources is 

for students who are fully funded by the state dropping out? Laying that 

off the dropout rate because of academic ill-preparedness. Balancing that 

against the cost of foundation programs adding an extra year to the 

student’s career. Extended curricular adding an extra year to the 15 

curriculum and academic development, Ahm student academic 

development because those to me are a massive costs and you have to 

work out the cost benefit of that whether that is actually value for money. 

In relation to, in comparison with changing our admission criteria. So 

admitting so so raising your admission criteria in a fact but 20 

simultaneously supporting students account so now this is disadvantaging 

students who are academically competent. 

Judge Heher: I wanted to ask you about this when you mentioned it in 

your first reference that your skilled research on student funding’s and  
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we’ve had a substantial wealth motivated people professor Scott which is 5 

to the fact that firstly what we  cannot  call normal  education but 

improving the system and you have said that second I think but also 

adding into that one should seriously consider selectively but seriously 4 

year degree instead of 3 year degree to provide for articulation between 

students, do you have the view on that?  You mentioned a few moments 10 

ago qualified at further studies. 

Dr Cosser: Well the CHD did bring a report in 2013 I think largely 

motivated by ECD arguments (Inaudible) it’s something that the former 

deputy vice chancellor he was arguing 15 years ago that we need an 

extended curriculum. 15 

Judge Heher: Well what is your view? 

Dr Cosser: I do not think that is, and I’m talking now in the context of 

financial return on investments. I don’t think that is the necessary the way 

to go. I think if one has better quality students coming into the system the 

need for that would not disappear but it would be lessened. 20 

Judge Heher:  That work very really well but it will it be much easier, 

quicker if initially expensive to provide that articulation at that level than  
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to revamp the system from the ground up which may be ideal but difficult 5 

to achieve (Inaudible) 

Dr Cosser: I agree, and I did try to say a few moments ago that reviving 

the system from the ground up is not, you know in the next three years we 

are going to focus on ECD revamp and focus on primary you know. So that 

reprioritization shouldn’t happen to neglect higher education. So I think 10 

one needs a phased approach, you know we need to say this is our 25 year 

plan for the education system. 

Judge Heher: Then why should the most present demand stay not 

attended to by a sort of professor structure must be legit? 

Dr Cosser: You know that’s an extended …? 15 

Heher: Yes. 

Dr Cosser: Curriculum. 

Judge Heher: It may be as you prove the levels from the bottom up that 

need may fall away, but why should this not be some remedy for the 

present problem? 20 
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Dr Cosser: I’m agreeing in fact. I’m saying a phased approach which for 5 

the next 5 years something that will be re-evaluated regularly; for the next 

5 years we will have an extended curriculum and then we’ll phase it out as 

you know there are improvements in the quality of students coming into 

the system. So what I mean about phased approach… 

Judge Heher: You are not opposed to such a curriculum? 10 

Dr Cosser: No, I’m not opposed to it. 

Adv. Ally: As long as it is not (Inaudible) in a sense of you  now say a 

BA degree is 4 years because the first year will be an induction year, You 

were saying as the chair person is proposing to you as professor Scott was 

saying that you have a flexible approach in inducting these students and 15 

there will come a time whilst you are building your ECD primary school 

because there will come a stage where you reach actualization as you are 

and from there you will then have level primary view the whole students 

come in are academically prepared. 

Dr Cosser: Absolutely, I think you have put it very well. I couldn’t have 20 

put it better myself. well you could hear that. 

Ahm! I think one needs to achieve an appropriate balance of university 

and TVET college enrolments. So notwithstanding the three good failures  
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in the TVET system I think one needs to have more students coming to the 5 

system and not necessarily a reduction of higher education numbers 

although in a short-term perhaps I would argue that but just to achieve 

the inverted triangle. 

 And if we look at successful economies let’s take Germany as an example, 

the TVET or FET colleges is the backbone of the German economy. There’s 10 

no doubt about that. University is important for certain things but the 

economy is built on the artisan system where companies take in artisans 

fund their training and it’s not just Germany and the Scandinavian 

countries as well. 

Judge Heher:  Are these Apprenticeship systems? 15 

Dr Cosser: Apprenticeships, yes. Ahm! We don’t have anything like it in 

this country so another huge conversation has to take place involving 

TVET colleges; big business;  SME’s entrepreneurs everybody who has a 

stake in the output of the TVET college  system.  Attempts has been made 

to do this you know over the years with the HSRC we did research also in 20 

2002 and re-application this battle. 

 It’s never really happened on my own big scale. So you know just like the 

economic CODESA that is argued for, we need FET College CODESA 

because I really do believe this is the biggest challenge facing the higher  
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education and training sector. We need massively improved tripod rates 5 

in college sector, we need to expand the college sector to accrue those 

other institution times and we need that to become the backbone for our 

economy because it’s only through these sorts of initiatives that we can 

expand manufacturing and… 

Adv. Ally: But Dr  haven’t  you limited  to the FET, TVET college sector 10 

when you  need a revamp, revive reprioritization of the whole system 

because there seems to  be a skill-ness of  prioritization or set levels with 

the one not fitting into the other so is it not that this CODESA like the 

economic one that  is spoken about  that the should be an education 

CODESA as we would like education to come.?  15 

Dr Cosser: I agree with you entirely, that would be a very good idea. So, 

what this balancing of enrollment will do is enhance intermediate skills 

development, it will create a pipeline from college to university and I think 

this is probably what we are building to. If you look at community colleges 

in the US they’ve been enormously important because they provided a 20 

bridge for many students from school to university or college. So the two 

year college going on to the 4 year college it’s a stepping stone, and we 

don’t have stepping stones in this country. It’s going to school to university 

that’s it. 
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 And this will also takes off the funding pressure of the university of 5 

reducing students enrolments and dropouts and reducing the costs of 

remedial education so we are coming back to (Inaudible) the point is the 

foundation years and extended degree programs and academic support 

programs costs and until we worked on what that  cost is,  you know we 

can’t really continue with the conversation.  So ladies and gentlemen that 10 

is the full part of my presentation. I have got copies of the paper 

(Inaudible) if you are interested I brought 6 copies and I can leave those 

with you. 

Judge Heher: Thank you. 

Mr Zulu:  (Inaudible) 15 

Judge Heher:  Dr Cosser you say that it is ideal ahmn the adoption of 

this system 4 year degree, why do you think there has been no 

international to go with that, into adopt it to use it? 

Dr Cosser: Ahm! I can only speculate that there has not been sufficient 

and strong coordination enhanced in universities, most universities 20 

through initially bodies that looked after universities and Ahm! 

Judge Heher: (Inaudible) inclination to university themselves or is it 

in the state education system? 
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Dr Cosser:  It may be both, the fact that the council in higher education 5 

which is the advisory body to the department of higher education and 

training came out as this very strongly argued proposal in 2013 I think it’s 

perhaps to the fact that the government has not really recognized this until 

recently but that is just speculation on my part. 

Judge Heher: Thank you, is there question from anybody?  10 

Dr Cosser thank you very much indeed with your thought provoking 

presentation. 

Man:  All rise. 

 

 15 

[END OF PRESENTATION] [12h00] 
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Judge Heher: Professor Hirschsohn, do you have any objections taking 5 

the oath? 

Prof Hirschsohn: No. 

Judge Heher: Do you swear that the evidence that you are about to give 

will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth if you do raise 

your right hand and say so help me God. 10 

Prof Hirschsohn: So help me God as you say. 

Judge Heher: Thank you, Ahm who is leading this witness? 

Adv. Pillay: Ms Lekoane Mr Chair. 

Judge Heher: Ms Lekoane Please. 

Adv. Lekoane: Thank you chair, Professor Hirschsohn I hope I’m 15 

pronouncing it properly. 

Prof Hirschsohn: You can just say Hirschsohn, Hirschsohn. 

Adv. Lekoane: Hirschsohn? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Jah. 

Adv. Lekoane: Would you set out your qualification for us and 20 

background to begin please 

Prof Hirschsohn: Ahm, I studied undergrad at UCT and honours 

through UNISA, I have a business science degree in computer science as 

a major. Ahm, and at UNISA my grad was towards industrial relations and 

my honours and masters I did at university of Oxford in industrial 25 

relations and then joined university of western cape in 1989 where I have 

been ever since almost all the time and after my five years of UWC I got  
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sceptical and went into business school where I did my doctorate in 5 

industrial relations. 

 And then came back to UWC and I have been there almost full time ever 

since although about five six years ago I took a leave of absence and took 

up the role of executive director in CDCT campus in Jo’burg and try to 

save it. Then due to financial turnaround especially on academics and I 10 

didn’t quite realize what I got myself into, ahm… 

Judge Heher: Where is CDCT campus? 

Prof Hirschsohn: CDCT campus was a private higher, free private 

higher education institution it was completely funded by the public. We 

were based, we had a campus in Wind burg near Alexandra Township, 15 

residential campus between 700 to 900 students unfortunately it funded 

up to 2 years ago. In academic focus I teach strategic management and 

employee management broadly I have. I have done research on steels and 

training issues in solemnly enterprises particularly one of the topics we 

going to, to be talking about. 20 

Judge Heher: The economy and labour relations are your goals in what 

you… 

Prof Hirschsohn: Yeah, I’m not an economist by, I’m not an economist 

from probably the classes politically my doctorate is around the social 

movement looking at clothing and (Inaudible) 25 

Judge Heher: Thank you, you may proceed, Mrs Lekoane. 
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Adv. Lekoane: Thank you chair. Professor open the presentation for us 5 

and note in support of what’s in the presentation just been funded 

towards. Just the presentation chair, if you just open the presentation for 

us. If we can begin with the presentation for us to Question as and when 

they arise… 

Judge Heher: Just another interest, is this of your motivation or have 10 

you been ask to present? 

Prof Hirschsohn: No I this is my own personal mission so I’m not 

speaking for the university or even my school or faculty. So ahm the focus 

of this paper is about or the presentation is on looking at the skills 

development levy and how that could be used as a mechanism to fund 15 

higher education institutions. So just to present the article in brief ahm, I 

think we all are aware higher education enrolment has grown significantly 

since 1994 but the capital income support for higher education institution 

has not get up. The consequences that is that the real cost of tuition after 

inflation is more than 50% higher than it was two decades ago and yet the 20 

average income of a typical student given the change in composition is 

lower than it was in real  terms. So what I’m going to look at is how one 

can raise taxes or a particular tax the skills development levy. 

And try and come up with a mechanism to align the interest of the tax 

payer with the recipients of the funding through the way in which tax must 25 

be implemented so looking at how (Inaudible) amount of 3% over period 

of four years. And essentially that there is a process that comes on and 

SETA’s the Sector Education Training Authorities where they prepare  

 

 30 
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sectors skills plans which based on the plans of individual companies and 5 

that still needs and so in fact if they that a plan can be the basis of which 

university and higher education is supported that would feedback into the 

sectors, so that’s the basis argument. You can tax employers and 

employees in a particular sector using the skills development levy and 

then reinforce the funding partly for universities that could address the 10 

tuition the cost of tuition and secondly the financial NSFAS that you put 

together additional resources into NSFAS And part of what I will talk 

about is linking into internships so that the beneficiaries of this funding 

would get internships while they are studying thereby strengthen their 

link with industry or employers potential employers understand the 15 

context into which they are studying, so that’s the big picture. 

Adv. Lekoane: Professor just from the heading of your presentation 

when you say increasing the SDL to fund NSFAS and AGI you proposing 

a new model or is the SDL already been used in some form or another 

different the NSFAS and AGI? 20 

Prof Hirschsohn: Part of the skills development levy currently 20% is 

allocated to the national skills fund and out of that national skills fund 

money is been directed to NSFAS already. There may be small, small 

amounts that may be directed to particular academic programs, I must 

admit in relative issue of time that I’ve had since I was notified about 25 

(Inaudible) I fail to gain access in some of the technical answers 

Adv. Lekoane: Such as the percentage of 20% of the…. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct, but I if I recall correctly in 2014/2015 about 

a billion rand to the National funding came from the national skills  

 30 
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Fund, and that a billion would have been out of the 3 billion that the 5 

national skills fund roughly had interested. 

Judge Heher: One of the first things in the equation was you are able to 

speak to the practicalities of spending originally or whether what you 

presented to us is theoretical exercise?  

Prof Hirschsohn: No it’s not a theoretical exercise. 10 

Judge Heher: So the information is available to you if we need? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sir. 

Judge Heher: The information of how much is spent and what is spent 

on and how much will be available 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sir I don’t, I wrote a concept paper when I pitch-up 15 

which is in two pager, but I think is a good idea in terms of aligning the 

interest of the tax pay skills development levy but I don’t have access to 

the whole data in terms of how the national skills fund accept what is in 

its private documents. 

Adv. Ally: But you would if you had access we have another set dealing 20 

with alternatively form of funding. Where because these sources at the end 

of the day the commission needs to see what sources they are and how we 

can have access to them if at all. So when the chairperson ask about the 

theoretically, the theoretically is it might be available. The question is; is 

it available and how much is available, and what are the negatives to 25 

having more available to you. 

Judge Heher: We realise in that context that different SETAs operates. 

The efficiency between different SETAs is different and perhaps the 

accountability and the openness of different SETAs is different  
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(Inaudible) and but if there’s anybody and by that I mean anybody 5 

which possesses all the information as to what comes into the SETAs, what 

goes out of the SETAs and what is it left over at the end of the accounting 

period, who would which one body would be best equipped to tell us about 

this? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Probably the national skills fund in the sense they, 10 

they can they… one of the challenges is that they having attempts as you 

might be aware that could reverse by the constitutional court about how, 

so they would need to be regularities changes in order to increase the skills 

development levy and but for example for the national skills utilize the 

fund and directed towards, it is already being utilized to direct funds on 15 

the skills development funding towards NSFAS and have been used to 

support specific educational programs and training programs yes. 

Judge Heher: That we know. 

 Prof Hirschsohn: My proposal is within section of completion of the 

annual skills plan at the SETA level which is based on individual company 20 

reports where companies identify their skills needs and the SETAs bring 

external expertise to aggregate that into SETA skills plan that’s where the 

SETA’s role should be in so to speak is this I’m not taking about process 

which should involved the SETA’s administering the distribution of 

funding and maybe I will get to that a little bit later. 25 

Judge Heher: What are the things will be interested in the extents to 

which organised labour is likely to operate with your proposal and 

management. 

Adv. Ally: Because we anticipate that labour is gonna say that is our 

money which is not for you and you can only use it the way we say you  30 
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must use it and therefore we want him to know who is it that we could talk 5 

to find out the ingrate? 

Judge Heher: Are you ready to answer such questions? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Ahm! Not at the top of my head. 

 [INTERRUPTIONS] 

Judge Heher: Aright, well anyway thank you lets thank you for hearing 10 

us on those issues that matters. 

Prof Hirschsohn: I think you might have seen this slide before I just 

want to make a pointer about the affordability issues and this not new 

information to me an essentially the state support for higher education on 

higher institution has dropped significantly on proportion of university 15 

income and I think when my former colleague made a presentation to you 

have put up the slide. Secondly there has been a study at Stellenbosch 

University by Callen VA reign. I’m not sure if you’ve been exposed to in 

this before and this diagram shows for example the inflation rate at the 

bottom and quite a significant gap between the actual cost at the top its 20 

cut off a little bit. But the cost of the University tuition body fees and type 

of students.  

And what I have done in the following slide is to say look at at what real 

tuition in 2000 from the real tuition in 2005 based on the current will be 

R17 900 and in comparison with 1995 that would have been R11 200 in 25 

2005 that’s a decade later so that tells you, talks to more issues and maybe 

are you familiar with information so I don’t have to. 

Adv. Ally: We received the graph as well as this table and you might have 

a different slide too if you can explain it at the best as you could. 
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Prof Hirschsohn: I think what’s quite if you look at the third column. I 5 

think what lies behind the affordability issue is that if you look at 1995 

particularly they don’t do anything between 1976 to 1995, it is for BA 

degree at Stellenbosch it’s not for all degrees it’s for a specific but it’s quite 

representative of a pattern is that. The cost of 35% of the average South 

African that is now the reason to 44% and any the way the average income 10 

of a South African in 2015 is about R5000 a month just to give you 5 to 

6000 a month. 

So what you have here is a growing relative cost of higher education for 

the tuition fee. If you look at 2015 in the final column that would be 

currently fee more than 100% then in 1995 that will 73% of the current. 15 

The increase in their papers report is to 60% higher than it was in 1995, in 

real terms so it’s after inflation jah. 

Adv. Ally: You see, when you put in 1977, then we have a problem, 

because 1977 you had South Africa and we had homelands,  

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct. 20 

Adv. Ally: And I'm not sure in 1977 this act included the homelands and 

I’m not sure  or home in South Africa as it were “In inverted commas”. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Ahm I don’t have the detailed notes of the paper with 

me that I could look… 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 25 

Adv. Ally: No problem, but your point is about what has happened over 

time.  

Judge Heher: Is this Stellenbosch University? 
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Prof Hirschsohn: It's an illustrate example of the relative cost of of a 5 

degree and I mean universities are generally moving in a simple line, ahm 

so they don't go way out of line the way they were, umm I mean there may 

be a percentage here and there a difference, but these so this tells a story 

of I mean the challenge is too far, the challenge is in absolute terms of 

tuition has grown up, but it's also growing up related to the capital income, 10 

and that's the answer.  

So it becomes if one thing is going up if the economy is growing, then the 

tuition can go up and people can afford it because their incomes are rising. 

But because of the umm, the income levels we have a challenge. But I’ll be 

honest, I’m not an economist but I think this tells the bigger picture umm 15 

about what we the relative cost of education. Umm… 

Adv. Lekoane: Sorry professor, correct me if I’m wrong but as I 

understand, the SDL, is mainly umm, focusing on re-scaling the policies, 

yes? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct. 20 

Adv. Lekoane: Now, your slide, the slide of 4 where it speaks of duty 

fees. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Yes, Jah…  

Adv. Lekoane: Now these are full costs of staff including 

accommodation and whatever, so are we looking at an employee is what? 25 

A university also an elucidating wreath or what are we looking at here? 

Prof Hirschsohn: These, well this is just umm, looking at the general 

cost of university boarding fees, the tuition fees and the overall cost of the 

education and this is for risk data, so this study I  mean this is general  
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information about universities more broadly. The second slide was 5 

specifically about the University of Stellenbosch. 

Adv. Lekoane: Yes I think I’m just trying to understand how you relate 

this to, umm the SDL in as far as employees are not students who pay 

tuition fees. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Okay I think what I was trying to make a point was, I 10 

think that umm from this slide the point that the main point I’m trying to 

make is that there needs to be a new funding a new core funding source in 

order to appropriately fund higher education's institutions, in order to 

bring tuition fees across the board down so that they are better aligned 

with affordability compared to 20 years ago. 15 

Adv. Lekoane: So you are of broadening that the application of the SDL 

to be more than just an employee environment and the training 

institution?  

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct. And, 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 20 

Adv. Ally: Can I understand your argument, these slides present your 

background to what you want to propose, namely that you can get money 

from the skills development levy, to supplement in the other amounts that 

are there is that what you are saying? 

Prof Hirschsohn: That's correct, yes… So my idea is not to raise about 25 

any other question about the response from COSATU Labor Movement, 

my idea is not take away the existing expenditure of the skills levy, but to 

add to the skills levy, and to show that there's good business case for 

adding to it if the skills levy umm the additional skills levy is utilized  
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appropriately, and targeted appropriately.  5 

So that's the reason the core of our involvement is that we can make our 

education more affordable and more accessible if we use the skills levy in 

a careful targeted way. 

Judge Heher: This is very important to us because this arghmn this is a 

massive incidence as we start, and we haven't got a lot of information 10 

about it. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Jah. Umm I apologize if you giving me umm a week 

or ten days when it was in the middle of final exams I would have had 

more answers for you. 

Adv. Ally: No no it's not a problem and our engagement with you might 15 

give you an idea to provide a supplementary submission as it were in terms 

of what we're asking and engaging. 

Adv. Lekoane: Thank you Professor.  

Prof Hirschsohn: Thank you, okay, so this I’m not sure about how 

much you've heard about the skills development act in the legislation so 20 

essentially what it the act is the mechanism through which the ley’s are 

collected and have elected, and it provides an institutional framework to 

devise and implement national sector and workplace strategies, to 

improvement skills of the work force No. 1 to integrate strategies with the 

with the national skills framework, to provide for learner ships that lead 25 

to the recognition of academic occupations, and I think that should 

noticed as not academic qualifications.  

So it has restrictions at the moment, umm and it essentially finances skills 

developments in two ways; 1. Through the skills development levy, and  
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secondly part of that levy, and secondly apart from that levy is roughly 5 

20% is allocated to the national skills fund on annual basis*, so that's the 

basic enabling mechanism umm If you look at the skills development levy, 

it's paid by all employers except the government umm You have a bill of 

R500 000 per annum, not per month, but per annum, which is a pretty 

low threshold, but it excludes directors' salaries, so if directors employ few 10 

people, unless they employ a very, very small number of low paid people, 

the directors' salary can add to that. 

It's levy that 1% of remuneration, and that includes all benefits, and the 

national skills fund is actually allocated, 18% of the skills development 

levy, because SARS take their 10% slice from the 20% effectively that the 15 

skills development levy fund them fees, and so if you look at the… 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 

Adv. Ally: And then the collection tool also? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Yes because this is, so basically the payroll tax it's 

collected on a monthly basis by SARS as employers pay salaries they also 20 

pay over taxes to SARS, and SARS Levi’s a fee for doing this. And what’s 

about the national skills fund is that the funds can be used to promote the 

objectives of the national skills development strategy, and also the true 

purpose of the act as the director general determines, but we have also 

seen that minister has been taken to court so the scope of how much he 25 

can determine, umm that part of the issues with the minister going to 

court. The minister's decisions were of a lack of the proper consultation. 

Judge Heher: Umm do you know the name of the case in which the… 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 
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Adv. Pillay: Chairperson I believe Mr Mabuda knows that. 5 

Mr Mabuda: Chair I don't know the name of the car, but I can look it up 

for you. 

[LAUGHS] 

 I will let you know before the proceedings close today. 

Judge Heher: Thank you very much. 10 

Ad. Pillay: Is there a process Chair in the memorandum of litigations 

(Inaudible) 

Prof Hirschsohn: So just to see where the money of the skills 

development levy currently goes, there's 2% that goes to SARS and 18% to 

the national skills funds, and 10% goes to SITAs for administration cost. 15 

So there's quite a bit mediocrity there to withdraw the quality certification 

a little bit.  

And then the SITAs administration grants and there are two components; 

there's a mandatory grant and discretionary grant. The mandatory grant 

basically is that an employer who has paid the levy is entitled to 20% of 20 

the levy back by right for designated purposes, so for e.g., if you have a 

payroll of R50 000 000 a year, you will have paid a half a million rand a 

year as a skills Levi, and you are entitled to R100 000 of that back for an 

approved training program by right.  

Now you can see that you have gained R100 000 for the training program 25 

through government beurocracy is a, an administrative it's not cost 

effective, and it requires individual intervention and SITAs and so on. 

Unfortunately these ladies have not used small businesses because an  
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even medium wants. The discretionary grants are grants that individual 5 

companies can also apply for various purposes, but they don't have so they 

can get almost as much as 50% back by right.  

So what is effectively happening with a lot of SITA money at the moment 

is those monies are being paid by small medium companies, and harvested 

by large ones that have. 10 

Who get the discretionary grant because they have all sorts of training 

personnel to can afford the consultancy to get the bigger part of the Levis? 

But they do also then take on a broader burden of training for the industry 

not only of their own employers but take on internships Interns and so on, 

so that's how, in broad terms, how the current SDL income is used, and 15 

my proposal is that this should not I'm not trying to interfere with this, 

I’m talking about an addition to the SDL which doesn't touch on SITAs.  

Adv. Ally: So Prof. just to sorry now my readings this morning of the Act 

talks about the National Revenue fund and you talk about the National 

Skills Fund, so there's the 20% and the 18%, and that there's an amount 20 

that's collected by SARS that goes into the National Revenue Fund. Can 

you just explain the difference between the two if there is any? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sir, I think from the National Revenue Fund, this is 

how the National Revenue Fund is distributed so people talked about the 

national skills fund as getting 20% but in fact SARS is taking two of the 25 

20% Umm the state is taking two of the 20% for SARS, I assume fee 

collection essential for income collection. 

Adv. Khumalo: Umm I don't know if your information is within the stats 

I just wanted to check the grant, the discretionary. 
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How is that determined, whose discretion is it? 5 

Prof Hirschsohn: Okay, so there are 21 separate SITAs in different 

sectors and the individual applier can write a proposal according to the 

rules and regulations and submit it a budget, and then apply for an 

allocation from the discretionary pot, if I can put it that way, or the 

discretionary pool that belongs to the SITA for the year.  10 

So a SITA may have a pool of let's say R100 000 000 or a billion rand or 

something of quite big, and that SITA would then invite applications for 

the discretionary funds and they would be a process that the SITA would 

get administered in order to dispense the grants, so each SITA would 

emphasis but this is for workplace training and internships which are 15 

related to workplace training and so it is not for use for other purposes, 

this is skills development of employees, and let's call it aspired employees 

who are getting internships. In broad terms that's the kind of applications 

that individual companies may utilize their grants for.  

So if a company wants to get health and safety certification in order to 20 

export food to get certification, it would need to take it to employees 

through training, and if the SITA allows for that kind of training to be 

given to employees from the skills development grant, then they could get 

applied for the factory of 200 workers for that training to be funded as 

part of their skills upgrade so that they are compliant with the health and 25 

safety standards required by say customers or even outside customers. 

But what's what has changed is that until 2013 companies had a right to 

ask for half of their SITAs back, irrespective of how they used it. What's 

now in place is a more discretionary system, where SITAs have more 

discretion. 30 
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Adv. Khumalo: Umm just on that, so the discretionary is in the act how 5 

it's supposed to be used. In this proposed model, is it accessible for the 

purposes of what you are saying? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Well I'm not trying I'm preferring not to get involved 

in the politics of this, and I say that because there is a lot of political 

contestation around it because SITAs are stake hold of the government 10 

body, so the unions and the employees are represented as well as the 

employers and bodies, as well as other stakeholders.  

Umm there is some contestation in the national skills fund and the other 

SITA money that is distributed to the SITAs, so my focus is to stay away 

from the money distributed to SITAs, and to look at effectively 15 

strengthening the pot of funding that will go towards the national skills 

fund. 

Adv. Ally: Which is 90%? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct, it is currently in IT, and I will give you some 

data about how it could grow.  20 

So, just quickly the skills funds' purpose is to provide great support for 

umm based on the white paper, post school education and training, in 

support of the national skills development strategy; so the state has a 

general strategy that includes education and training to capacitate the 

country in terms of skills development broadly, and what is important to 25 

note here is that it is focused in providing training for public institutions 

such as universities, universities of technology TVET colleges so the 

important part of the national skills fund is that it has already designated 

the task of supporting higher education institutions.  
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I think that's the critical part of this mandate, and what it has done so far 5 

is, for e.g., is to supporting NSFAS in providing in increased access to 

higher education institutions, and also to TVET colleges, and that also 

providing resources to grow relevant programs on various TVET colleges 

so far rather than at 26 higher education institutions. 

Adv. Lekoane: So Prof. who identifies the relevance of a program here? 10 

Prof Hirschsohn: That's a very good question, and I think this is the 

mandate of what is effectively end of the government it is a branch of 

Minister Nzimande’s Department of Higher Education and Training.  

So although it is not I might be tripping on toes I don’t know how to put 

this, but it's staffed by government bureaucrats. The national skills fund 15 

is not staffed by nominees of SITAs, so it has no risk of capacity, in order 

to decide how funding should be spent and no doubt the ministry is 

driving many of those priorities areas as well as the information that is 

coming out of the SITAs, and the various SITAs priorities in terms of skills 

development against the need for e.g., funding for the TVET colleges. 20 

Because they have in fact been historically under-resourced, and they are 

quite left out on the other aspects in history, and so they were under-

resourced from the mid-90s onwards, and consequently the national skills 

funds is now currently being used to fund those public institutions, I mean 

to focus on them and direct funding towards them. 25 

Adv. Lekoane: You mentioned earlier the national skills development 

strategy, now does this strategy inform the relevance of these programs? 

Can you please explain them to us? 

 

 30 
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Prof Hirschsohn: Umm, well in broad terms, the department of higher 5 

education and training is responsible for that strategy, and they have 

written on the white paper that gets updated on a periodic basis, so we are 

already on version three.  

If I recall correctly, the first one was about 12 Umm about 14 or 15 years 

ago, and it has been refined as the needs and as the problems of the 10 

current system have become identified. 

I think one of the critical challenges that was faced was that SITAs 

identified technical skills, not through identification institutions, as gaps 

that needed to be filled because the old apprenticeship system. And if you 

know anything about the apprenticeship system, it used to be run by 15 

parasitical It collapsed, and when that parasitical because they were 

internal training programs that the parasitical ran, when that collapsed 

nothing replaced it, there were no public institutions that took the plus of 

it, so that's why the national skills fund funding is being directed towards 

dealing with the systemic problems that we have that have been raised by 20 

the skills plans or that SITAs needs to have what they need to have so this 

is an attempt to match what SITAs have identified as skills shortages, with 

institutional provision.  And also to fund the students because that goes 

as money that students can't afford to attend. 

So I think you are asking important questions because what we're 25 

highlighting is that this is not a new roll it would be a new roll for the 

national skills fund, it would be an extended and differentiated roll to 

have, that's why In terms of what we're proposing. 

 

 30 
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So what's my business case umm I'm going to talk business language 5 

rather than equity and all those issues, not because I’m not being because 

I’m not a first to the importance I wouldn't have been at UWC for 28 years 

if I didn't believe in equity.  

But I think if you get to increase taxes you got to make a business case in 

increasing taxes, ensure that people getting taxed that is in their long term 10 

interest being taxed, the way we are proposing taxing rather than it is just 

ahm something that comes through general tax. 

So the first thing is that economic development broadly and if I make 

growth a long term, society development depends on investing in your 

capital. We have got increased sign of investing in a capital in order to 15 

grow our economy, I think it is kind of that can't really be argued against 

and we have the legacy under investment in education at all levels, and is 

probably the most egregious place that I've heard, is in modern economy 

you have educational institutional deficiencies, and you don't fix them, 

you’re not going to go to grow the economy in a broader terms.  20 

So I will argue that achievement in the interest of the medium term, not 

related to the next 3-5 years, but medium to long term, 5-10 years, the 

economy will start growing again umm the employers in all sectors of the 

economy recognize that higher education institutions are critical to this 

role of developing human capital, that they need, and so the question from 25 

my mind is that how do you ensure these institutions focus on developing 

the human capital than they actually need to drive growth in a particular 

sector?  

So my thinking is that it protects the food and beverage sector, let them 

identify what skills they are short of and we will need over the medium 30 

term, and fund higher education institutions and higher education  
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students in the areas that they need and set aside money in the areas that 5 

food and beverage needs which will be different from mining, which will 

be different from wholesale and retail. 

Adv. Lekoane: Professor when you refer to higher education, do you 

include tenants or what? 

Prof Hirschsohn: No I’m not talking about tenants, umm I think part 10 

of the challenge this might be I mean I don't that could be a consideration 

to utilize this funding, or funding through this mechanism for TVETs, but 

given how problematic this throughput is for TVETs, you can have a hard 

time deciding employers to volunteer extra money for TVETs, since 

throughput is apparently below 5% on the national average.  15 

Adv. Lekoane: The reason I ask this is umm because you are focusing 

your presentation on those scarce skills, and we know that some of those 

skills have been identified as being executed as TVET level, such as 

artisans and as opposed to higher educational level in universities. 

Prof Hirschsohn: I will talk about that in more detail later. The one 20 

about 4 colleges that we put together a number of sectors skills plans over 

the years, which is basically a dated exercise, so that will take all the 

submissions from all the companies that are submitted to the SITA, and 

aggregate them in order to identify the skills. 

What technically happens though is that as many as 50 scarce skills are 25 

identified, but only 10 are the guideline says you only focus on 10. So there 

is a diversity of skills required often the only critical short term skills 

shortages, which can be resolved in short term  depending on where the 

funding is going, and much of that technical training in short term rather 

than things like funding for engineers and computer scientists, and so 30 

those you know if you go to financial services, they will obviously highlight  
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financial positions, but then in other sectors they need financial expertise 5 

but they don't necessarily get high enough on the list of scarce skills to be 

in the sector plan, so part of my thinking is that that sector plan would 

have to be reviewed with looking towards the higher education what 

higher education institutions can provide.  

Not to view in terms of asking companies for the vendetta, but review in a 10 

sense that we would then focus on the broader range skills that each of the 

SITAs have identified.  

Adv. Ally: Prof, how does the national skills development strategy relate 

the human resources development strategy that was post to have been 

developed by public services and administration, or has that strategy 15 

moved over to department of higher education and training? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Umm I have a broad understanding of the human 

resources development strategy rather than the technical one, so which 

ministry is… 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 20 

Adv. Ally: But how does that relate to the national skills development 

strategy? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Well ideally they were to be aligned, but with all due 

respect trying to draft the plans for a country with 50 million people that 

are aligned all the way up and down, I think that's one of the challenges, 25 

is that's a broad vision, and then the mechanisms are developed through 

bodies like the national skills fund to say as an intermediary institution 

between the broader skills development strategy for the country, and what 

the SITAs are doing at an operational level, how do we come in and supply 

the gaps, and I suppose we need to give this a bit more thought.  30 
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It's obvious the role of the national skills fund would change because 5 

strategically it would have to migrate towards, not just being a post box 

for SITA plans or skills needs, and the universities of higher education 

institution have decide how to do that over a longer period of time, 

because you need to have for e.g., new areas of expertise at universities 

because they don't have enough capacity for example in chemical 10 

engineering. 

This is not a decision that can be made a short term, it is going to require 

a long term vision. 

50:00 

So in the second slide I’m suggesting that we actually have something 15 

more benevolent to taxation, benevolent in a sense that sometimes you 

need to get people to lift their eyes and look further beyond the benevolent 

horizon to the longer term interest, and I think that the way this tax will 

be designed again we will ensure that and also what's important is the 

bottom line is ensuring that the mechanisms are designed to align the 20 

expenditure of the tax to the needs of employers.  

So if the employers pay this tax and persuade the interest that they have 

to design the mechanisms correcting that they're needs as reflected in the 

company's specific skills plans are aggregated into a deliverable such as 

500 undergraduate students in chemical engineering at a particular 25 

institution, or at the range of institutions that provide that sort of 

education, be it universities of technology or the university.  

So if we could, so why the skills development like in luminary and this goes 

to the technical aspects, I have referred to some of them in this, is that the 

foundation of what SITAs do the workplace skills plan. The workplace 30 

skills plan requires individual businesses to plan how to develop the skills  
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they need in order to expand and sustain their businesses.  5 

So that's what each company does, obviously in large companies this is 

quite a complex technical process.  

These reports of plans are submitted on an annual basis, and what each 

firm is required to do is to identify scarce critical skills that are specific to 

their business and their sector, so what skills do they need to grow and 10 

develop, and then these individual company plans are aggregated into a 

sector skills plan, so 21 of those sector skills plans and what they try and 

do in the skills plans is to identify, not just to identify the trends, but how 

the patterns are changing, what are the new skills that are emerging, and 

what kinds of skills development interventions are required to address 15 

these skills needs. 

Now that umm the next point that I think is critical is that if the sector 

skills plan, and I’m saying typically because would apply to very large 

ones, and the very large SITAs, like SITAs, but the majority of SITAs under 

sector skills plans focus on the top 10 or so scarce skills despite the fact 20 

that they 50 of those scarce skills that have been identified with the 

companies with low skills plans.  

So umm the problem as I  mentioned before The problem with the scarce 

skills that they are identifying are the kinds that we talked about earlier, 

technical skills, skills rather skills that require higher education 25 

qualifications, and also not generic skills.  

So even if they are maybe in short supply, so just in terms of the money, 

how much of money is there in these pots?  

When you see how much of this money is in the skills development levy 

pot, you might be quite surprised... 30 
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Adv. Lekoane: Sorry Professor just before you move on, what is the 5 

reason for the limitations to say tax skills other than sector plans instead 

of it to be identified, what’s the reason for that? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Umm I think the main reason is umm manageability, 

umm number 1, but number 2 also umm you have got half of the grant are 

discretionary grants so where the SITAs are umm what SITAs do is that 10 

they target certain skills areas for some submission companies in terms of 

how to, how they want to spend or claim back their levy. That is effectively 

how they mechanism works, which ensures that the SITAs are allocated 

money on the basis of needs as identified in the planner.  

So, just in terms of the skills development levy, we would have generated 15 

about 14 and half billion rand last year, and by the way that is about 1% of 

tax revenue, it is quite a big amount umm I am suggesting 2% increase 

over 4 years and 0.5% increment, and I also think that the bottom 20% if 

these firms that are paying this skills development levy should be 

excluded. And the main reason for that…  20 

Judge Heher: Sorry, excluded from the increase? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Jah, excluded from the increase, and the main reason 

for that is that those are fairly small firms and the likelihood that they are 

going to need higher education, they are going to need employees to 

provide from higher education’s institutions and may be limited, so why 25 

should they pay for it? I think how that bottom 20% when I say that 

bottom 20% I’m talking about the bottom 20% of the money that is 

collected, so it is actually far more I haven’t got the database of who pays 

what tax umm through the scares skills development levy which will be 

very interesting to look at in order to establish with that, what size 30 

companies will be cut off umm but we'll have to have access to tax SARS  
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data, and I don’t think SITAs even have that at the aggregate level.  5 

So potentially in South African, in current 2016 money, the increase from 

1% to 3% will generate R29bn extra in 2019-2020 tax year, if 1; we were 

able to implement it in the next tax year, that may take longer. And what 

does that money mean? R14.5bn is more than half of the state's current 

support for higher institutions. R14.5bn is more than half of the annual 10 

NSFAS, so you could double the money for NSFAS, and you could add 50% 

the money that the state gives to higher education institutions, and you 

could bring fees down or back to where they were if you implemented the 

stats. 

So my suggestion would be that it would be split between the two for that 15 

purpose, and how it's going to be split, that would be a more technical 

analysis as to whether it should be 1% each that might be elegant and 

simple, and probably would help address that umm bring tuition fees back 

in over 5 years to where they were in 1994 in real terms, or close to. So this 

just be the numbers so that if you look at umm 2013, 2014, 2015; those are 20 

the total First line is the total parasitic just under one and a half, R1 742bn 

is spent on employees in scares skill development levy, and that generates 

R14.7bn, from by SARS or for SARS, and SITAs get R11.7bn, and the 

national skills fund gets about R2.9bn, and if you were to increase.  

Just in terms of my assumptions. This is in real terms, I'm not in inflation, 25 

it is 2% inflation people are getting paid more even when the economy is 

not growing because of the skills shortage, so if you increase that skills 

development levy to 1.5% and 2%, and 2.5% and 3%, by 2019-2020 tax 

year, you would have R28.7bn available for the national skills fund 

actually from the details. Any question on that? 30 
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Adv. Ally: So that is the amount to add during that period, and then  5 

what? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Well umm no you would umm Firstly in 2016-2017, 

if we are not able to generate umm you could generate umm you would go 

from R2.9m this year R9m next year, so you got R6m roughly that could 

be dispersed to NSFAS and higher education institutions over and above 10 

the commitment that the government has already made and administer I 

haven't put those numbers in here umm because that's arrangements, 

they are not long term commitments. And then that would increase to over 

R12bn by 2017-2018, ad that could then be distributed and utilized for 

those purposes and that would for e.g., enable higher education 15 

institutions to half their tuition fees flat, and that would be probably be 

the most simplest way to do this is to actually say we are not going to have 

tuition fee levy increases for the next 4-5 years, and let the inflation the 

real value or the real cost of tuition, and in time the skills fund would be 

used to umm to maintain them once you got to the right level. 20 

Adv. Ally:  I just trying to understand your proposal what I am indicating 

is that at the end of 2020, what do you see as happening because has 

happened is, fees haven't increased for those 4-5 years, and what happens 

thereafter because remember, education goes on for a lifetime, it's a 

lifetime cycle and you is your proposal bridging of finances, rather than a 25 

sustainable amount of money that can go through this lifetime cycle? 

Prof Hirschsohn: I think it's a good question, but I’ll come to a 

calculation about this slide on the next one, which shows how it will be 

used Umm But essentially the idea is that you would now have an inflow 

into higher education institutions on annual basis, significant inflow, 30 

roughly 40% or 50% of current government support for higher education,  
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and then in order to deal with this i mean yes there will be. 5 

Hopefully they'll be able to cope, this will be able to keep the fee increases 

in line with inflation the entire year, and NSFAS will be the mechanism or 

something like this will be the mechanism to enable the students who can't 

afford the fees to get support because half the money would go to NSFAS, 

so of the umm Of the available funding umm if that of the R28bn there, 10 

there's R24bn roughly it's for, in addition to what the NSFAS is currently 

receiving, and that would provide R12bn each for NSFAS, and R12bn for 

higher education institutions on an annual basis obviously rising with 

inflation.  

And more importantly rising with economic growth, because as the 15 

economy grows, then employees are going to be earning more, and the 

levy will grow as well.  

And I think that's this is not a flat amount, and I’ve assumed, I’ve only 

assumed 2% payroll growth here and no employment growth. I mean 2% 

is very low. 20 

Adv. Ally: But my question still remains, is this a bridging mechanism or 

a long term mechanism? Because you've only given the period perhaps I’m 

misunderstanding the whole concept, because you say it'll be 4-5 years. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sorry this would go on forever. My point is this would 

become part and parcel of the, and my sense is that if the if the mechanism 25 

works, and employers And there's a need for e.g., to invest more in higher 

education, then maybe a case made subsequently that 3% wasn't enough, 

that we are getting much throughput for e.g., through higher education  

 

 30 
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institutions we could push this up to even 4% Umm because I think one of 5 

the things to know is that South Africa one of the reason we don't grow as 

an economy is because of our under investments in skills development as 

a country.  

Umm if you wanna if you want an interesting comparison, Korea spends 

5-6% of payroll on training per annum, and you really wanna know how 10 

far South Korea has come? The capital income at the end of the Korean 

War in the 1950s was lower than Mozambique, so that so two generations 

of massive investment in training and skills development transformed the 

society from a country that was like Mozambique in terms of economic 

development to where Korea is today. This is not a short term solution. 15 

So my umm thinking about bringing in a slow increment  this increment 

of phasing in the increase rather than going for a short gun approach umm 

is that, of course there would be growth above umm there would be 

continued growth in income, and more money coming into this pot umm 

I think also if you introduce a half percent per anemone payroll, umm 20 

people won't feel it.  

It's a slope It's a, it's like, you'll be aware of it after 2 years that it's 2%, but 

I think in effect what will happen is that both employers and employees 

will share the burden. Employees' salary increases may be a bit less than 

after inflation than the normal 2% because the employers may be stealing  25 

a bit from them, to pay the levy, and umm I think this is actually part of 

the.. This is not stealing from the employees, umm but this is actually 

equal to the incentive, 

Adv. Ally: When you engaged the unions, as the government does every 

year, then you will see, if you take even a 0.1% of their salary, and there's 30 

a big umm you make your case that there's a benefit to both at the end of  
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the day, but it just seems sometimes that it flies over the persons head as 5 

to how it benefits them, all that is seen is that there is a deduction. 

Prof Hirschsohn: I think part of this I mean obviously COSATU and the 

unions have to be would be engaged about this. Part of what I present on 

the umm if you see on the bottom and I’ll give you data, is that if you were 

to contribute, if you were to earn about R30k a month, and you had two 10 

children who went to university, the tax wouldn't cost you anything. The 

savings and the university fees would have come from your 1% of the 2%, 

would eventually be paid back to you. If you are over R30k a month, then 

you'll be taxed, but you are also more likely to have a child who'll be going 

into higher education institutions so I think I think. 15 

Adv. Lekoane: Sorry Professor would this not depend on whether the 

student would then be enrolled in a special skill? 

Prof Hirschsohn: No, because umm the thing is that if this money is in 

broad terms channeled to higher education institutions, even if for 

designated purposes, what will happen is that this funding will be used for 20 

those designated skill areas that are in demand, and the government will 

also continue to support higher education institution in other areas that 

are driven not only by the economy.  

And one of the things that are necessary in this model, is if the government 

in the approach is if the government wants teachers, doctors for hospitals, 25 

nurses and social workers, it would need to think about whether it doesn't 

ask to do the same thing with government employees and government 

departments, so that there is a 1% contribution towards perpetuating the 

role of those and that is something that that's a separate question. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Was there ever was there ever a 1% levy on 30 

government? 
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Prof Hirschsohn: No, no the way that this… 5 

Adv. Ally: My understanding was in the late 90s when this came out, that 

government was actually, each of the heads of departments, took the 1% 

because unions in those departments said, "we need 1% for the skills to 

tame our members." This is why I find it strange that literature today says 

government, the state does not pay the 1% but it could be a matter of 10 

interpretation arguably. 

Prof Hirschsohn: So the way the mechanism works today is that 

government departments are mandated to spend the 1% on training and 

skill development, but they don't pay to SARS basically, because it would 

become unproductive, I mean we'd just be road tripping the money. Umm 15 

so just in terms of how we benefit, because people want to do the 

calculations, umm if you earn monthly income of R6k a month, and that's 

the national average by the way, and you were lucky to send to, and you 

contribute 1%, you would contribute R720 per annum, which is R60 a 

month - the 1% of your salary towards the fund, umm over your 40 years 20 

of work, if you were employed for so long, you would pay about R29k.  

And if you were able to send 2 children to a higher education institution, 

you'd have about R91k saving in tuition fees, and for the two, as well as 

because you are at the bottom of the income level, and umm sorry I’m just 

using generic numbers here about R91k from NSFAS umm In terms of the 25 

allowance that the stats would give you over three years. 

Adv. Pillay: Professor Hirschsohn doesn't this depend on your whole 

quite a few assumptions though so for example if you are the worker there 

must be an income of R6k.. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Yes per parent.  30 

Adv. Ally: Per parent but you married to someone who earns far more  
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than that, and the combined income, family income, pushes your family 5 

beyond the NSFAS meets tests, then in fact you, you wouldn't be ripping 

anything from the system. 

Prof Hirschsohn: What you will rip the R91k for the two children. The 

tuition the overall tuition at university or higher education institutions, 

will come down to the level that it was in 1994, so half of the money would 10 

go so that's across the board, irrespective of your income. If half of the 

money is directed towards to the higher education institutions, and the 

other half towards NSFAS, everybody whose child goes to higher 

education institution, will benefit from the reduced tuition. 

Adv. Pillay: But doesn't that road, the 2 children road, doesn't it depend 15 

on a number of variables, which is in control of the council of the 

university ultimately? 

Prof Hirschsohn: No, I’m trying to illustrate if you were to take a, the 

amount of money that was channeled from this tax towards higher 

education institutions, with the aim of bringing the tuition down the levels 20 

where it was 20 years ago, then that would be the benefit are you is that 

so essentially if you're currently paying R30k per annum for the tuition of 

your children at university, this should reduce, over a number of years, to 

about R20k in current amount. 

Adv. Pillay: I said that… 25 

Prof Hirschsohn: And obviously this is an illustrative example, it's not 

you know There are some those obviously if you've got multiple income 

earners then that would have an effect on the NSFAS share. 

Adv. Pillay: But generally the one of the difficulties that I have with this 

model, is that it assumes all households being equal, so for example if you 30 

dealing with Wits university in 2016, and two buildings have been burned  
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down, and they need to be replaced, that's obviously going to have a 5 

fundamental impact on the tuition fees, which accounts for next year and 

possibly the following year. So those kinds of variables are not, obviously 

not catered for in the model. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Well, I mean my response would be that if you pay 

insurance, you probably should have such type of insurance that would 10 

mean that you not paying those kinds of pay expenditure that don't come 

out of tuition income, but umm I'm trying to I'm trying to illustrate, in 

broad terms, that the individual employee would be probably contributing 

towards this effectively and, and as I indicated before, I wrote a paper, and       

I am basically trying to present an illustrative, illustrative examples, 15 

because I haven't had a chance to put all the details together.  

But I think the important to indicate is that no one can say they don't get 

something back if their child/children go into higher education, because 

there would be a general decline in fees this is I'm not talking about a 

model for free higher education, but I believe that umm at some, you know 20 

wherever you decide to draw the line on the missing middle, umm The 

reduction, and   haven't is that the reduction or the contribution for the 

two children doing a 3/4 year degree, is that tuition is gonna come down 

significantly per annum, by a third roughly, in real terms, so that helps the 

missing middle significantly.  25 

Umm But it doesn't address, obviously it doesn't address the they are not 

going to get funded in this case, but the missing middle will be fun and the 

missing middle is actually probably the bulk of parents who are aspiring 

to send their children to higher education institutions. 

 30 
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Adv. Pillay: But this wouldn't assist a worker who doesn't have children, 5 

or has children but whose children don't have access to higher education 

institutions. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Correct that's correct umm but in fact in many cases 

even workers who don't have children are guardians and probably could 

be recognized because they support unrelated children or related children 10 

that are not their own.  

But I mean I think you're right umm but maybe this would be an incentive 

more broadly to take education more seriously. It's not umm it's not 

unaffordable. 

Adv. Ally: Your model, the way you speak, is to reduce the present fee 15 

from what it is, to what is was in 1994. 

Prof Hirschsohn: At the fee level but, but to double the funding of 

NSFAS in this case, in real terms, so that those who even can't afford those 

fees and need support for living costs, that there's a far bigger pot available 

through the NSFAS development. 20 

Adv. Ally: So that, if it was R600k, the threshold, you put more into that 

pot, which will might raise the threshold also, to cater for more people. Is 

that what you talking about? About the pot increasing?  

Prof Hirschsohn: Well umm I'm not sure that the practical mechanisms 

of this the current arrangement for dealing with the missing middle have 25 

been clarified in public umm they haven't responded as far as I know. 

Adv. Pillay:  But the report hasn’t been published? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Hmm but, but the cracks of it is that if you bring down 

fees, you address the issues of the missing middle.  

Beyond R30k per annum, one would assume that parents are saving  30 
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independently and able to raise money to support that I'm not saying I’m 5 

not against free education, but one has to be realistic and pragmatic. And 

really what I’m trying to do is to sell this to employers, and that this is in 

the interest of employers, and that's why the last slide is umm probably 

umm important umm so I think if you put much more money into the 

system, the higher education system.  10 

And if you look at what is currently contributing, we talking of R30bn, and 

this is a mechanism whereby the state can have R30bn to R45bn.  

Adv. Lekoane: So Professor does this take into account that there’s 

enrolments? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Well I haven’t booked that I but I just frozen the 15 

money in the real terms but I provided for 2% increase and income 

because that is a sort of medium term and what happened in the past few 

years, without being too ambitious. 

What I’m not trying to do is engage the efficiency of higher education 

institutions because I think from personal experience where developing 20 

academic programs which works and having a direct ends and having 

experience with them I understand that ahm that’s a different debate it’s 

not really about the funding as much it is about how one insures that from 

ahm preprimary and through to primary and secondary education that 

there is the right grounding for success but one issue that I do raise well I 25 

think help address patrician rates in higher education if I can maybe get 

to it rather than speak ahead. 

Just to type some of ahm some loose ends ahm is basically that the state 

doesn’t pay the scares skill development levy but the state should fund 

training from its own budget that’s what currently happens so what we 30 

need to suggest is that the state needs employees I’m suggesting it should  
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make the same skilled development levy contribution to secure steady 5 

supplier of higher qualified employees for the state. 

So the state if the private sector is doing this the state has to somehow 

make sure that it secures and this may be the way in which they channel 

funding through higher education institution in a sense because the state 

is a very large employer or graduates of higher institutions, the third point 10 

is ring fencing the money ahm skills development levy fund should be ring 

fenced for scare skills higher education DHI program and NSFAS students 

should not be appointed that the national skill fund can use another 

things. 

Adv. Lekoane: Sorry Professor Hirschsohn your point 2 there’s a lot said 15 

that the national departments the rational departments by that for the 

training of the employees or other than that? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sorry I know you guys are running out of time, time 

is issue maybe ahm what I’m suggesting is that if in the same way that 

private sector because the government partners don’t pay the skills 20 

development levy, they should make internal provision the same way to 

allocate money for at least for the scare skill higher education programs. 

Adv. Ally: In other words practically as the private sector now. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Yes. 

Adv. Ally: Its contributions are collected but SARS your proposal is that 25 

the state with that 1% is also contributing that same pot so instead of them 

using it just for themselves? 

Prof Hirschsohn: I’m suggesting in addition of the 1% that they 

currently commit in spending on training employees that they should 

commit to extra just like the private sector, how and in fact it might be  30 
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able I know that the minister of finance will finance this and it will take 5 

from Peter to pay Paul. 

So you know what I mean so is this money should be taken out of their 

budget but could be allocated for the purpose to fund those higher 

education institution programs. 

Adv. Pillay: And do you have an idea in terms of rands instance how 10 

much it costs as 1% offer? 

[INTERRUPTIONS] 

Prof Hirschsohn: I don’t know, sorry. 

Adv. Lekoane: And does the income of government employee also 

increase annually in terms of that? 15 

Prof Hirschsohn: Jah and more in fact significant even. 

Adv. Lekoane: Across the public service? 

Prof Hirschsohn: Jah it has been I mean we are on our costs company 

who needs at the moment as the employee currently with the public sector 

unions and I think 9 and a half % cooperated inflation of 5 partly because 20 

of benefits through benefits that coming through the equation. 

Ok so I think the prices of this managing this money should simplified so 

either NSFAS, SARS would be element of the money based on the scare 

skilled plan that they get money from each of the procedures, so if they 

generate the money from the SITA, the SITA should have that proportion 25 

allocated to the scares skilled needs. 

Ahm and the finally I think that there’s another way which this program 

can be developed particularly with regard to NSFAS students, if the 

NSFAS student comes from homes that are typically are not socially 

connected to employment and I mean that in the sense of the way White  30 
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people and Indian people get jobs is because they know someone who 5 

knows somebody who have employment to the kinds of jobs that they are 

aspiring to, and I must say that this is how the market works, 

Adv. Ally: That’s how it is. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sorry this is reality in contrast Colored and African 

students do not have those same networks and internships of critical to 10 

the most disadvantaged students to get and understanding the world of 

work and access in to entrepreneurship terms of opportunity so this can I 

would suggest that actually this may mandate so that if funding is 

designated students and that they intend will need then to have internship 

on an annual bases which will prepare them for the work place in your 15 

sector that will get a little bit of a supplementary income which will help 

their families. 

And particularly what is the big issue there are large proportion of 

students in higher education who do not understand what degree or 

qualification that they are doing, they doing it because they are making 20 

money out of it and when they go to the work they discover there’s is 

nothing to do with what they are interested in life. 

And so internships for students through the NSFAS funding would 

empower them in all sort of ways to get access of the employment after 

graduation and ahm make the learning make this investments through 25 

learning form available for the employers and fro themselves, I decided to 

put that in another slide because at the bottom line but I think that would 

be the other benefit that comes out so it’s not just a benefit to the 

employers or the employees but obviously to the student that receive the 

funding and internship with it. That’s it! 30 

Judge Heher: Further questions? 
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Adv. Lekoane: We have no further questions Chair. 5 

Judge Heher: Thank you very much I do think that perhaps we maybe 

approach to some of the parents but I glad to hear especially your witness. 

Prof Hirschsohn: I’m more than happy. 

Adv. Pillay: If I may include that Chair, I think we’ve got we don’t have 

further questions since we will be looking at this more closely in a set of 10 

alternative and deal with this more fairly. 

Judge Heher: I think this is fairly dealt with I think we have not employ 

or not revolve in sort off the debts or investors (Inaudible). 

Prof Hirschsohn: Sorry I fully understand and I try to limit the amount 

of data that I threw with you. 15 

Judge Heher: Ahm we appreciate, thank you very much (Inaudible).  

Prof Hirschsohn: Thank you just one comment if you need feedback 

from this delivered time, I mean because I’m in more in exams so I don’t 

know. 

Judge Heher: Nothing will happen until the next few day. 20 

Prof Hirschsohn: Ok, that’s when if I have time. 

Judge Heher: Thank you. 

Prof Hirschsohn: Thank you. 

 

[END OF PRESENTATION]  25 

[10 November 2016] 

 


